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. PREFACE
.,

-

The silort p'apers in,this booklet ilave been develtped independently sb'y

the seveb authors to support the discussions which will take place during

the,White House Conference.on Library AAd Infonmation Services. The

.N opinions expressed are thoseof thi individuals. They range from Strong

arguments.for chAnge in the way in whichthe informWon needs of our

citizens are met in the established education systems of the countny,

to discussions of various technologital 'developments from the communica-

tions and information industry.

This booklet is the result of the efforts of the" AECT Task Force on the

White House Confenence on Library and Information Services, under the

ChairmaAship of Mr. Dale Brown of Alemdrta, Virginia. The officers

Sc
of AECT wish to extend their thanks to the authors who contrOuted

these articles;'-and they hope that the discussionstat the White House

Cdnference will be better as a result.of thisbooklet.

4'

Washlngton, D.C.
September,,1979
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INFORNATION AND EDUCATION IN A MULTIMEDIA W(ORLD

.

Donald P. Ely, Director',
,ERIC .Clearinghouse On Information Resources and

Professor of Education
Syracuse University

Samuel 'Johnson is reported to have described two types.of knowledge: knowing
a subject ourselvesqw khowing where to find information about'a subject.
Traditionally,.education has emphasized the former -- helping students to

'

acquire knowledge. The current information explosion.seems'to require'the
other type of knowledge -- providing t learner with the means to locate
information.

1We live in a time which has been describe1 as thi age of information. MarC
Porat (1976) points out that Information activity accounts for 46 percent of
the gross national product (GNP) in the United States. Further, he statesi
that "nearly half the workforce -- some-41,000,000 men and. women -- today
earn their lfvelihood by manipulating symbols . . . Information technologies,
.the wedded twins of cOmputers and communicationsomare the new catalysts of
economic and social evollption. W

.

call this . the Informatibnlociety."

OP 7 .

It should be said today that o e indicator of wealth in any haAon s its
aacess to information. Thus, an information rich country has greater poten-
tial for economic growth than an informatJon poor nation. One key to develop-
ment tn any society is the availability.of data and information. A con-
comitant requisite, however, is the ability to interpret and use the avail-,
able data and information. From this perspective, ihformation is power. ,

The information ifidustry iS made up of,Oeoplewho handle information. '

Oetfinger (1975) outlines the dimensio4s of the industry by describing' thOse
#who work in it and their functions:

The creators -- research and development advertisin computer
programmers, authors, composers, poets.

r

The processors -- data processing services, legal services, bank and
credit card services, insurance agents, security,brokerk.

The collectors -- libralies, data retrieval services, the intelligence
'community.

The communicators -- education, telephone, teldgraph, radioottelevision,
postal servrces, mobile radio, newspapers,,book and periodical
publishecs, motion Oictures,.theaters, agricultural extension.

-.agents.
0

The information equipmpnt producers -- computer.andrelated equipment,
radio and tel6igion sets, palber, photo equipment and supplies.

err
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The focus of ttlii 'paper,ls on the collectors and communicators, those people

who gather data and information Wlich others have produced and make it avail=

able-through lime and mediated channels to those who nevi it.

Two Indicators
r

There ahe two indicators bf the ways in 61ch the users of information services

are changing:

1. The increasing use of-the mass media,.especially television; and .

2. The increasing-use Of nonprint communication technologies by

individuals.

When we discuss the user,of information serviges, we are referrtng to the

learner in formaloeducitional settingi (elementary, segondary, and post-
secondary schools).-and in nonfrmal programs whish are not always attached

to an educational institution. We are also talkibg about library patrons

who seek out the services of a'public library. Pots our purposes, the telt

learner will be used to describe the individual who seeks services from a 4

yer'°# school media center, a college library, or a public library. We Ii141 consider

'the learner to be the focal point of our efforts.

e:

Indicitor.#1: The'Increasing Use of Mass Media, Especialbi Television

,

, It comes as nb news'that the average television viewing time-in Averican house-
. holds is about six hours per day-, There is the off-quoted statfstic that by

the time pungsters. finish high school they have spent more time yietching

TV than they have in school. Pre-schoolers spend more waking hours watching

television than in any other activity, Thus, television has become a permanent,
fixture in American homes, ubiquitous -in its nature and coMmanding-of our .

\ tithe.

The clastroom will always come out on the short end if the performance there

is compared with the products on the tube. But perhaps we should not enter

into such comparisons. Edgar Dale says,

I I entertainment and education are worlOs Apart .

teseof entertainment is immediate pleasure . education $s
memorable, entertainment is written in the sand:. The test of en-

tertainment is . . not in its capacity to furnish our minds with
..memorable thoughts and deeds but just the opposite." (1967)

We. are long on entertainment and sh
T

rt'on education. We need entertafnment

lust as we neeetleep, but we have ar, far too much of it.. Entertainment'

can Crowd opt,the informative, educa ional aspects of the mass. media. Instead

of the sauce Which adds,f6 the savor, it becomes a Whole meal.
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The Increasin Use of Non rint Communication Technolo ies

Some,schools and librariei have adopted the use of nonprint media as legitimate
extensions of their charge to serve students and patrons. Teichers and
lthrarians often view audiovisual media as competitors of traditional teach-
ing and learning resources and, in many cases, are completely unfaMiliar with
even the Mimplest level of technical knowledge which would permit them to
use media themselves or to help learners understand and use these contempor-
ary communication formats.

\
Technoib ical Develo mehts Do N t Wait For Education

While educators and librarians .are pondering what to do with themej14 that
are alreadyere and are so pervasive, more and more.technologi develop- ,

ments apfeir as our sOciety id becoming.increasingly devoted to the pro-.
dotebn and distribution of information., The new thrust is derived from
breakthroughs.in computers, large scale integrated circuits (the silicon
"chips), teleprocessing, the laser, fiber optics, mobile transceivers,
satellites,-and sophisticated home and office terminals. These'are the
elements -of the emerging informationAnd communication infrastrkture. But
these technologies are largely unfamiliar, esoteric, and somewhat bewilder-
ling to educators and librarians.

Consider a few examples of the n w developments. The MCA-Phillips optical
disc system already in industriall distribution, is an LP-:s.iied record-which
provides a half hour of full vi. o color and stereo sound. It costs 60t
per disc at the factory. Because the data is recorded and read by laser. ,

nothing actually 'touches the plastic-coated'disc, so it virtually never wears
out,. It can provide freeze frame, slow motion, reverse motionanutomatic
search for any one of 54,000 frames per record. For the home market MCA
is pluning to sell primarily MCA owned movies, which_will be Very inexpen-
siVe. They claim that the five-disc set of Naws" will sell for $10 -- almost
all of which is profit for MCA.

. t

The computer, too, is becoming highly individualized. In the past fifteen
years the logic capability per s'quare inch of the computer has increased sevel-
fold; another seven-fold increase is\expected in the next five years. Tiny
chips, which are themselves computers, already have replaced mechanical logic
systems in our home,appliances, in TVs and microwave ovens. To this All be
added the bubble memory, which is the first non-mechanical memory technique-
which will do to Memory banks whatethe transistor did to logic units.. Users
will be.able to plug a tiny bubble electronic storage unit -into their pocket.
calcUlators for data stoNge and_ retrieval, Which means the average school -

person will have the computer capability ip his/her hand that 20 years before
required hundreds of blousands of dollars a-nd a roomful of electronic_ '

equipment.

These new technological developments are quietly changing the way we work,
make decisions, learn, and spend our leisure time. The new products and
processes are opening new)opportunities and benefits, b4 at the same time,

9
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new risks are present and policy issues of utmost gravity must-be faced
and.resolved..

By definition we liVe.and work in a technological society. 'Our schools and
- libraries are institutions of-that society and therefore must:keep pace9

with It dr gradually move out'of.the mainstream into.the peripherpand suffer
additional losses of personnel And resources.

The Road Ahead

Media professionals who are involved in'the world of info tion resources
need to coordinate efforts. Combined strength (not compet tive struggle)
should accelerate and promote the growth of the field. The world is not
made up-of print ond nonprint sectors. It is a world in which people seefc
information which is rbsponsive to their needs. Regardless of an individual's
professional orientation and training', we must recognize the values and
limitations of ill media formats. We must realize that people use information
which is needed, accessible,.and easy to use. We must be part of the grow- ,

k ipg movement to use the resources which technology has given us to deliver,
qt'nformation to people who need it, where they need it, and in the.form which
best matches their communicattmstyles. To do less is to negate the advances
we have.made as a people.

VP
-
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A LAYMAN'S GUIDE TO TECHNOLOGY AND INFORMATION TRANSFER
IN EDUCATION

Blanche Woolls
Atsociate Profetsor

University of Pittsburgh

In order for someone outside 04 education profession.to understand technology
and information transfer as it'affects eduCaticon, one must first understand
the educitional setting. Next one must learn about the.information to be
transferred-and the technology available. _Finally one must anilyze the'
'potential for both.

Public education was inherentsin the Ibunding of our country. The powers '"

in government believed that the populace coUld be better servants.of God and
better informed citizens if they could read. These same governmental 1
leaders agreed that the authority for this education should exist'within
the state governments so that the content and curriculum 'for public educatiop

s been and still is under the authority of the legislators in the individUal
states. In most states this authority is delegated to the loCal education
agencies while in others, textbooks and curriculum have been chosen by state '

level personnel or committees and provided klpm.a centratstate.office.
Public school education is free in all states through high school.

The first genuine public library funds (New Hampshire, 1833) were designated
for 1;common free schools, or to other purposes of education." Thils the
public library has always been designed for the continuing education of the
"common man." These two agencies, schooTs and publig libraries, cambine to.
serve the ed4catiopal needs of citfiens from birth to death. For some more
fortunate citizens, post-secondary educa0on is available, but this is Seldom(
free.

In 1979 several elements exist in common among the statei as the attempt isAr
made to continue these eduUtional,opportunities for the citizens of the
United States-

-4'

- Voters are beginning to question all expenditures of tax funds and,
whenever possible, to reduce taxes.

- Increasingly states have looked to the federal government to help .

support the public schools, junior colleges, colleges, universities,
and public libraries.

- The unionization of teachers ind librarians from kindergarten through
college and university as well as the public library staff has presented
a force for teacher and librarian rights not in existence twenty
years ago.

The school age popUlation is decreasing in all but a few areas of the
nation. The decrease in number of potential students is-now reach-
ing the college catpus which is already plagued by loss of stucjents

5
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because tuition is high and because potential students are questioning
the value of post-secondary education.

The public has become aware the'll students who are functionaily

illiterate are beihg graduated from high school. Thq,"back,to the

basice-movsement is.in vogue at a time when more and more technologr

. is iyailable-to support learning.

- The increasing longevitY of human life has' changed the,percentages of

citizens in each age group with a higher' percentage hi the age range

of those over age 65. ,

C*Irming statistics are given about the amount of information betng.generated

-(e.g., the often quoted fact thft scientific knowledge doubles every'ten
years.) Theeexpansion of technology -- we can copy a book page! in Los
Angeles and send it by wire tb be re-formed in New York, put the text of-

the Bible on the head of a pin, access a computer for information and have

that information returned 1,000 miles from the computer -- permits human

beings access to information in quantities. Yet, only selected information

is available to everyone.

Information To Bre. Transferred

Obviously some information is availkble to the general publiC in a very,

popular form of telecommunication -- the television. Nielsen has estimated

that by New Year's- Day., 1980, there will be 76,100,000 televiSion households

(not including Hawaii or Alaska.) This wi/l-be 97.8 percent of all families

in the 48'states. Information is also available in the 1,753 newspapers in

the U.S. which.boast a 61,495,000 net'page circulation. With 3,075 magazines,

being published each year, the popularity of tiio, TV Guide (20,443,254 circu-

lation) and Readerss.DigeSt (18,371,000 circulatiOn), fir outdistance numbet:.

three, NationiT Geographic (circulation 9,756,312), and demonstrate the' .

reading interests of many citizens, As for boots, in 1976, there were 39,372_

new boas or new editions.available for purchase.

In a recent it was found that Uree providers of 4ree" information,

school, college a d university, 4nd public- libraries, had the following quan-,

tities of Materials at their disposal. . 4 ,

I
BOOKS AUDIOVISUAL , :TOTAL

-.7

,

Academic 612,000,000

Pubric 397,000,000 45,000,000 442,000,000

School 522,000,000 96,000,000 618,000,000'

Special libraries are a part of the Wormation industry, but their specialization '

,often limits5access to their collections to all'but their prescribed clientele.

It.is also diffitult to gatherstatistics on their holdings.

6 o 11
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Technology Availi6le

Federal'funds have provided the financial aid needed to build media resources.
Indeed the availability of federal funds provided means to purchase all typeS
of media, equipment and materials, for schools, colleges, universities and
public libraries. Hardware (equipment) s available .to play and/or project
software (films, filmstrips, transparencies, microfilmsb microfiche, records,
and tapes, video,tapes, and computer tapes.) Waves pounced off satellites
in space transmit,voices via telephone or pictures ;Ad sound via televtsion.

; Computers can store information in off-ltne stOrage facilities, call up the
information and generate it in microfiche, microfilM or on paper. Cable
television is reaching new and wider audiences. Pay channels offer movies,
art, sports, and education. In'addition to these broaecast capabilities, an
interactive component is available which permits the viewer to-respond to
the information on the screen and order merchandise or answer the teacher's'
question or participate in a game show.

The computer has been used to develop,self-instruction Rackages called
computer-assisted instruction (CAI). Less expensive teaching machin#s are
also available. Perhaps the most sophisticated combination of equipment les
!Seen that in the dial access systems. With Oese systemSr students could
dial a program in a.carrel (individual study/table) and see a film, nar+ated
slides, transparencies, or other visuals, or Tisten'to a recording or a
taped lecture following along in a workbook.

Many new developments are less,expensive_than the dial access system or CAI.',
The.videotassette is in use in schools, public libraries and homes. In the
'not too distant future many homes and libraries will have the videodiscs.a
piece of software similarin appearance to the long-play phonographrrecording.
Now in production for the home audience, a Single recording can provide .space
for 54,000 single pictures or2thirty minutes of playing time on'one side.

;

Potential For Technology and Information Transfer)

In a slimaie where the taxpayer prefers a decrease in spending, it ii essential
that all segments of the education woild combine-effOrts.and share information
and technology. The potential is,there through technological advances. 'Tech-

,

nology can be used to share collections an0 services, often .saving money. The
method is termed "rworking."

-J
Networking is defitied by the National Commission on Libraries and Information
SicenCe (NCLIS) as "a formal arrangement whereby materials, information ind
services provided by a SiartOry of types of libraries and/or other organizations
are made available to all potenttal users." These formal arrangements become
difficult when one agency restricts access to a certain age Of patron, when
agencies are closed for.certdin periods of the day, or week, when the potential
user is unaware of the information,potential in an agency, when technology
and its use-is feared by the user, and Awn owners of information corisider
theWownership as restricted.

1
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Perhaps one solutlon"to thelproblems of'access is-the redefining of,the role

.1,of each education'agency .networking. NCLISAas recedtly published The
-Role of the School Library'Media PflogramL in Networking (available froOFINC

Superintendent of Documents)t This document outlines the contributtbns of
schooliitraries to networksband describes the benefits to the school whicfi
belongs to tCnetwork.,

- .

In many states networks-ar4 in e stence, School. public, acadeinic,:and-

special libraries-baye,joiNed ogether,to share:collections:of materials, : ,... -

cataloging and processing, rSennel-yesources4, and othq servtces. In these-

states, communicationexists between the different types of libraries. , It -

ii essential thatall Venibers.ofthe education comMunity understand each
other and that they be viderstood by the'community to be educated. It is

also iMportant that all persons.be aware of the information available and
the technolbgical potential fbpjhfoilvition transfer. Many persOns hold'many
different types of information which could be Shared. The 'technology for

this linkage is available. All that remains is to discover where the infor-
mation is and convince the humans who control theirOieces of information of .

the need for and methods of sharing.

Unless paper pulp becomes extincti printing presses silut down; pnd scbolars

'and scientisti, poets and novelists cease their creativity, one can.Assume--'_
that informatton.will continue to be *erated. However011foration7fs;-':
limited to the Oersons who have knowledge of the location and" sti*age df.thot

information. Unless fuel supplies dwindle to the point that neither
nor electricity can be produced; it is reasonable to predict.that technol9g3' ,

yr113 be available to effect information transfer ond that persons desiring
inforthation and education.will use technology as often as they can when it.

provides them with the information tt)ey need.

Therefore, the White House Conference on Librartel and Information Servicet.
delegates cannot merely addresi the need for inf6iMition and the Potential.;
of technology to provide it, but also muStbeconcerned about the methods7
which.will be needethin order o get agencies and agency-personnel to share
the tnformation-as it applies to.the education of the citizens of. the United

'States.

3t.
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TEACHINOL ARNING'AND(LIBRARY AFORMATION SY

A Kiets 'ON LTARNING. -

'

MS:,

.

-Information aAleai-014 are essentta n MOdern soCie'ty. There is,little
argumeiit that nearly all, V-not alls.of human behavior is based.on some fora(

: of learning .- infOrmatJon is the essential ingredient in that, learning.' : V
,

Generally, learriing eisults any time informationsis"experienced. This leaim-
ing may result in something observable (like a physical activity or skill or
the demonstratiqn.of an ability to: solve a problem through the integration

'f of information) Win unobservable events (such as changes in attitudes,
perception abilities, or Oility to process new information).

V 4.

..1

.
k

Alf of our hUman activities are 'basild on leaening,.therefore the essential
,

. element to allhumin activity IS,AnforMation,(0e. the experiences which contain ,

information).
....

The essential,element in:thei_transfer of informatio1 and ;the learning from
, the experiencing of information, is Communieation.-Communicatison ex.iSts anr
time theee is-an interracpve transfer of-information from place, person to

. person, or.-situation:to Rerceiver.- As liarners experience a situation and
obtain iniOrmation frqip that situation theee is communication occ4rring.
- .: . c .P. -

.

If'we assume'that anyjinitS storing information.are informAional units we.
can:define a library as any mechaniimithat organizes the acquisition, manage-

. me t,qetrielar, and dispWoUthese resources. A library is an information
ye ource -7 and as such it is an.essential element in the total teaching/
lea ing.-0-ocess available in oWsociety; ..

IL S

'Y
u (%.

rePto%idering those involved With the teaching-learning activitiei, or the
,manage ent Of informationallinits, we must tonsider the learnee or user of
informition. Learning, as the reSult of interaction with information, is a ,

basic event in human activity. In using information we can assume that,ithe
learner's objectives are to learn -- that the, learner is not really concerned
whether the learning is facilitated by a person known as a "teacher or a
"librarian" or whether learning takes place in a facility called a "school"! 4

or a "library:" Learning,will occür, whereever and whenever the interaction
with informatidn occurs.

Learning is,_too important to billeft only to Schools -- free access to information

, .

facilitOinb:,the operation, of qiir society is too important tole left only to .

. librarieW 15:ut*Rossibly,`' toeether ptograms that support tiaChing and learn- ,

ing plussAhe AcOisltion and management of information collections can meet
, the demaks oftnodern society.

.
, .. ,
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The goal for libriry/informattonservice programs must be to'determine the
structimesjand p'rocedures that will optimize--

...abilities to provide access to information for all purpose
demanded in our society

...procedures to fatilitt4e learning through the ability to utilize
-information avaj ble from all sources

....strategies tb mihage lAformation systems ensuring access to
information when desired 'and im a. manntr apprOpriate to the
person requesting Or needing' the infoefilation.

Through an examination of essential element', in the libraryi,information-
'Service field And the systems supOorting teaching-learning activities, it mayA

be possible to tee how the future will bring a further integration of the
diverse aspNts of these twoDfields,

The fields of educational technology and/library science are'not the same---
but they are interdependent: this interflependbncy is obvjous as-you-consider ,

strategies to maximize the effectiveness of information-dtilization to .

facilitate learning, Educational technology is.concerned with the faciljta-
tion-of learning through the application bf appropriate practices, through-
the presentation of Appropriate informational resources, and through the ./

guiding of appropriate'behaVior on the part of the learner.- Library scienCe.
is concerned with mechanism-of acquiring a wide rangp Of informational units,

-.managing these units so that they can be retrieved and.delivered to meet
specific informational needs, and the determination of specific infbrmational
uhits to meet both expressed And unexpressed needs of the users of information.

If the core of our information service technologies relate to maximizing
learning, theAjeld of educational technology will halie a continued, if not
increasing, ithritct on the way tn which we manage and provide resources for
learning. Educational technology draws upOnitheories of learning, communica-
tion; information science, medicine, and eng neering. Results of educational

technology can be seen, As spectfic learning bliojectives ire met, through

programs that facilitate the effective usd-of fnformation.



TELECOMMUNICATIONS DEVELOVMENTS
AND THE WHITE HOUSE CONFERENCE

Frank W. Norwood
Executive Director

Joint.CoUnal on Educational.Telecommunications

The rapid development of new communications,technologies.raises a tide of
complex questions of policy and malation and the Changing'communications
enVironment casts implications for the future of libraries and infor6tion
services whichdeserve discussion on the agenda of the White House Conference.

. For eXample, the impact of computer technology is already felt in the form_
of library automation and the growth of-such bibliographic netWorks as OCLC
(formerly the Ohio'College Library Center). The emergence of digital networks
for computer communications adds the prospect of almost universal access to ,

computer-stored bibliographic and even textual%itformation. Ape haVe cal
for the development of a "national library network', which coyld make
able to every institution -- peitaps.to every citizen -- the machine-readable
esources of every major library. But how should such a network be organ-
zed and 'funded? If left to the private sector, what guarantees w4ll we
have of universal access at reasonable cost? If such a network were to be
a Federal responsibility, where would the dollars. come from in,this era
of-Proposition 13 ,and zero-base budgeting? What-are the dangers of cen-
tealizing the decision-making poweri\lwhich govern such an informatiOn
resource in the hands of any bureaucracy,- public or private?

In the field of common carrier communications, policy decisions made
the past decade have opened the field to new networks, specificallyadesigned
to handle digital computer traffic, but the field continues in a state of
flux. In the Congress,'Van Deerlin's proposed "top-to-bottom" rewrife of
the Communications Act of 1934 has proOd vain hope,'but less thorough-
going revisions may still be' anticipated from the House. The two ,Senate
proposals focus on revising the unique roles of AT&T in domestic communica-
tions and the Communications Satellite Corporation in international commun-
ications. What implications such'changes will have for the further develop-
ment of library and information coMmunications will require careful-con-
sideration.

,-

A Among the emerging technologies, the marriage of the televisioh screen and the
printed work via "videotext" and "teletext", can hardly be ignored by those
interegted in library and information services. Even the terminology-by which
they are described is still not universally-agreed upon, but both Videodata
and teletext open the prospect of makinotthe home TV set,a display
device for written information and s4mple gl-aphs and charts, 'called up amd_
selected at the comMand of the user. 'There are a variety of sygtemt with
such propriatarinames as "Prestel" (the British Post Offce),:"Ceefax"
(the BBC), "Oracle° (British commercial television), the fi.enCh:"Arittope"--.,
and the Canadian "Telidon.". .
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Some 20,000 TV sets in Great Britain are currently equipped to receive
BBC's Ceefax and the Independent Broadcasting.Autiority's Oracle. With
such Sets, viewers can chose and display several hUndred "pa9es" of,news,
sports and financial information which are transmitted in Oh "blanking
lines:1-which separate each broadast TV frame from the next, in a manher
similar to the way in which PBS transmits "closed captions" for the hearing-

v.
impaired: While the needed convtrter is eipensive $4004600 ---accets
to the'Information is free becayse it Is broadcast over the air.

. The BOtish Post.Office.(BP0),.'has.developed a somewhat more.sophisttcated
system in whicp the information is carried over the telephone systemt.whichb
,in Britain is operated by the BPO.,0Because the user is wired-into the .

system, some.forms of interactivity are possilile, including,xecord-keeping
with regard to the user's use of the system. Thus,1BP0 can;and-does charge
users per inquiry, typically 1/2 pence per page, but BP0,also sells pages
on the system to "information providers" at a flat rate of $8,800 plus
$g.80 per page used. .Thus.some pages can be.accessed free ("brought to
you by the makers of ../")-whilvotherstcarry a premium prrce.

Both systems Ire noW being tested on an ex0eriMental basis in the, Wined
States as are variattons developed in other countries. efoi.e any "video-
text" (systems which use phone lines) or "teletext" (over the,a4r) are
authorized on a permanent pasis the Federal Communications Comession and
perhaps other policy making agencies will have to set the parameters under
which these\new information services will operate. What will-all this
mean for traditional libraries, long a principle source of inforination
for the consumer? Are vid6otext ald teletext new meani for,seApanding the
reach and servIce of the public library or a threat? Are'these the ,

shadows on the wall which forecast the direct interface of home users and
,emerging library networks, bypassing ai obsolete the traditional institu-,
tions? No one can say for sure,4 but a conference whtch fails to conSider
such iisueswill have overlooked the pregently existing developments whick.
are likely to make profound changes in our future.

In the international arena, the Third World'is making increastng'demands
for more nearly equal access to information and_communications. Many'of
these problems will surely be discussed at the conference's international
information exchange meetings, but there are important related telecommunica-
tions issdes as well.

The 1979 General yorld Administrative Radio Confetence will meet fivm
September 24 through November 30 in.Beneva. While the International Tele-
Communications Union (a UN agency whose roots go back one hundred years)
convenes WARCs almost every year on specificsommunications topies, such
a.General WARC, with an agenda which covers all of the electronic "
cOMmunications spectrum, comes only about once in twenty years.

The matters before the GWARC will be Many, and domplex, but the highly tech-
nical considerations which go into arriving at consensus about what radio
frequencies are to be allocatpd to what services cannot be allowed to obscure
the fact that 'Inerely technial" questions often have answers which shape
public policy as,surely -- and perhaps more 4,0 than debates in the UN General

efi 12
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Assembly.and UNESCO. The\' te House.Confenence does not need to consider
the whole genda of thitGehe Jneetings but participants should be aware .

!1

of its wor and that its decis rsc will likely have-direct impact on the
future dev opment of domestic sa .lites --Artiuding satellites fadirect
broadcasting -- and upon international shdrtwave broadcasting whtch con-
tinues ,to- be a major vehicle for the-international flow of news and infor-
mation. , %

..... .

,

'Spoke§men for the developfng countries have called their desired "New World
Informati,on Order's a counterpart of the "New" World Economic OrderY wtich
they also demand. The fact'that information and ecdndmic concerns have
equal priority and that a revolution --.a peacefuPrevolution, we may.hope --
-is called or indicates the,importance' of these issUes to thd White House \
Conference.

Dr
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TECHNOLOGY Ili EDUCATION
t

t.

' Frank B. Withrow, Chief
EdAltional Technology Development Branch

Division of Educational Technology
Office of Pbraries and Learning Resources
Bureau of Elementary and Secondary Education

United States Office of Education

\\

There is every reason to expect that technology will continue to develop at
a,rapid rate in the information transfer area. The power of the computer et

is expected'to increase in scope and at the same time cost less. Licklider
believes that COmputer hardware will double in cost-effectiveness every two
years during the decade of the 80's.- Already, we are talking about the next
generation of videodiscs, even without the current generation being available
An the open market place. The-excitement about this next generation of video-
discs is that it will use digital storage. This means that vastly larger. .

numbers of bits of information can be stored and recalled by the learner on
a single disc. The disc now can stpre and recall single frame-and full color
motion pictures and provide.audio in two languages as required by.the learner.

Ihe decade of the 80's cap be the leerner's decade if we are futuristic enoygh
in our design packages. Most media in today's'market has been designed in a
traditional sequenttal manner. This has-been based upowprint and/or serial .

formats which have been more a restricti6 of the medium than of,the mind..
SOcrates in his exposition on teaching allowed the student to question and to
pursue simultaneous interests and to logically,relate them to the whole. The
ideal learning experience haslong been characterized as a student at one end of
the log and a master teacher it the other. Thisimplies a randopOsource of
information instantaneously available to fhe.learner to be used as determined
by the learner. The coming ofiprint and the writing of experiencei Onto ".

permanent materials taused us to shift/our patterns,of learning'and instruction.
We no lorter were students sitting at the feet of a mast& teacher free to
explore atlImitnner of knowledge.''' -We)began to organize and put onto paper
our thoughts whielgilo longer required,the miter to.be present. The strqctute
of learning becameione of instruction; one that did not require the master
teacher, that was ordered in Aristotelean fOgic, that classified and put each
thing in itS place:' This systeb of thought and learning has-allowed us to
bring about an age of Science to study and to grow; but, it is not the most'
Ofective means of learning within a modern hfgh information society. 4

We have come full Circle so that through technology it is'possible to store
and retrieve.a wide range of information-and experience at the will of the
learner., We can again capitalize on thespreative curiosity-of the learner.
'We can provide both structure and random exploration as we exist with the
true tutorial example.

"

The technology of the intelligent or computer -controlled videodiscs allows us
the freedom to design learning materials that can give the learner vicarious
experienceswhich,are under the-control' of the user. A single disc and

15
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computer assisted instrictional program.can provide a learner ,controlled
. sequence of events. Take a simple mystery story.. It can be designed and

programmed so that a multiple*number 0 stooies are on a single disc. The
learner in toniunctiOn with a computer,program can make decision points
_in the story which allows the learner to make his or her own personal'
stqry. The Lister Hill library-is authoring complex medical techniques
that can be used for multiple purposes. A complex heart Ovation can be
used by the patient to inform him or her of the nature 0 the operation, .

.anothe& sequence for the $enior surgeon can describe very complex operating
techhi ues.c The learner is the determiner of what he or she will experience.

isuch te hnology requires a new breed of.)earning Alesigners;-ones Ahat have
l' an ability-to blend the needs-of-education to the creative and peikorming_
talents of the Stage and to combine them with information science.Such
designers must think simultaneously rather than in the tradition Sequential
design of curricula specialist. It is the ability to see the interlocking
structures-of the learning experiences that is important. We don't have
many dektelopers that currently think in formats that warrant suck use of
the new technologies.

\, There will be in the 80's people whopuse the new technologies only to prov e
new skins for their old Materials. This will be disasterous as far as cost
effectivehess is concerned; because the new technology will be efficient
only as we begin to use its full power, ,..

,

4..

4

There are a number of forces within the educational pommunity that will put
pressure upon us to use technology as a learning resource. The demand for

4m 0e accountability, and'for education that is apprOpriate a.child's needs
/94 11 only be accomplished through wise and effective uses of technology.

We cannot survive as a modvn society with the basics of yesterday's nostalgia
/- of the little red school house. Nor can we continue to think of the teacher

as an isolated entity imparting knowledge to students; 'Toddy's society
demands-greater learning resources than%ever-before. We as a society must
educate all of our children from the gifted to the slowest with an equal
educational opportunity regardless of where the child lives.' These demands'
for accountability and for equal access to quality education will force more
use of technology. Already, the moderh Oild spends more time in front of
a television set than in a classroom, and is exposed to a wide range of
computer interfaces from home video games to home computers.

The telephone can hook up anyone.to any information source any place in the
world. All of,these factors demand that educators use learning.resource
centers which guide both the learner and the teacher towards-learning exper-
iences that meet the needs of each child according to his or her ability. .

Computer Based Education such ag that-instituted by CDC PLATO are just a
scratch on.the surface Of the potential. Today we have decreased the cost of
technology so that it is feasible for use within fhe clasSroom. By ,1984 the,
National Science Foundation anticipates that there will be 600,000 microcomputers
in use in public schools. While the home sales of computers has not been as
rapid as the-most optimistic were predicting a few years ago they are still
selling at a gealthy pace. The sophistication'of the computer game is
rapidly encroaching upon the educational market place..

/MN
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A Educators have a responsibility to take advantage of the new resources and
to impact upon the destgn of educational technology and the development of
new and,cost effective pses of information-resources.

,..,

A' few yea o Pafriek Suppeknoted that publit schools might be i passing
.tecbnol s time had passed.Ale meant by this that in the long history

, opipe t hé t of leafTing withip a:-school is elatively -shor't. For the
,..-------Most part-T t i

,

pittook place as an Apprentice to master or.through imitation
...;----- of lder memb6rT.of a family or trik. Tfie school was a convenient plan to.. .,

br ng todether those young people whomere not yet members of the work force
Jto teach them some of the basic economic and sodial.skills required Wan
industrial society. In an electronic communication society the containment

.
fief learning to a school environment is neither essential nor necessary.

.

Perhaps the decade of the 80'6 will see'the school .become a tiue learning
resburce center which counsels and manages educational experiences for all
membersfof a community. The school will be a,central or focal point from
which le rning experiences will be managed.

These dre ms will come about, either with the sb(ppört of the educator or in
spite of the barriers established by educators. The challenge is for' 4_

educators to welcome theSe changes and use, new technology to shape the learn-
ing experientes of their charges. We mu§t do it, because to leave the educa'-

, tor out of the electronic age will limit the uses of information technology ,

and significantly decrease the promise of a good life for all.

I

Ls.

t

ago

"Since our society is so profoundly'influerfeed by
science and technology, which the bulk of our
citizens understand poorly or not at all, the
widespread use of inexpensive computer facilities
could just possibly play an important role in -the
continuance of our civiltzation." .

1.

Carl Sager-
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INFORMATION FOR LEARNING: THE EDUCATION CONNECTION

Jenny K. Johnson, Ph.D.

,

The designation of."life long learning" as one of the five themes for the
White House Conference on Libraries and Information Services calls attentidn
to the information resources for education across the cvintry. What inforl.!.

mation resources are available;41re there connections?

f

.

There is no national education library as there 4's serving meditine, agricull
ture and other fields; and it is NOT the-intention'here to propose one, The,
Department of Health, kducation and Welfare (HEW) Library was to be Closed
as of August 1979, but according to Charles Gately, Library Director, the
closing has been postponed indefinitely.rending further,stddy by Secretary
Harris. There are some 18 libraries under HEW auspices Ione of which is tte, 11-

Educational Reference Center, the Educational Resources'Division of*the National
Institute of Education (NIE) located in Northwest Washington, D.C. This Edu-
cational Reference-Center is responsible-for-providing research and retri-eva-1--- ----
,services in education r.elated literature and resources, and handles some
8951 inquiries over a six month period according to Judy McDowell, Reference
Librarian. The majority of these,inquJriesare from the Office of EducAtion,
National Institute of Education-and other educators. The Center has access
to over 29 computerized data basesl including ERIC, the Educational Resources
Information Center network which has headquarters at NIE. ERIC is the resource
for research reports,in education which are collected an4,,,cataloged it 16
different.clearinghouses across the countri.2 In addition to other services, '-

,according to Robert Chesley, DireCtor of-ERIC, information analysis productt
ire-created by the clearinghouses on significant education issues and are,
available on inexpensive microfiche as well as print. There are eight
regional education laboratories supported chiefly by Nrt which cteate and

.dIssiminate inforthation for educational activities. The-Office of Education
has an Educaticinal Materials, Center (EDMARC) in the Information and Materials,
Brandi which serves at a national book evaluation, examination and review
center for teachers, librarians and the,general publicj EDMARC 'and the current
materials display is at the Office of Education ii Southwekt Washington, D.C.,

, but the bulk of thecollection, which until recently was houied at tOe former
Federat City College, has been placed in storage and is not avaflableigto any-
one, In 1978 the Information and Materials Branch received 51,018 teMphone
Anquiries and a similar number in 1977 atcordin'to Myra Thomas, Btanch Chief.
/These inquiries were answeretwithout ready access to any of the. computerized
-data bases.

There are some 450 different "technical assistance centers" prOviding education
information, materials and servtces.to the field supported by the Office of
Education and the National Institute of Educatlon.4 These Centeri include
the 42 Bilingual Educat4on Centers; 34 Civil Rights Assistance Centers; 21
Follow-Through Resource Centers; 93 Handicapped Centers including 26 Direttion
ServiCe. Centers. A National Diffusion'Network has 53 State Facilitators and
eight Technical Assistance Base Service Units. There are 13 Research and

)
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Development Exchanges and 10 OffiW-of Educai4On Regional Offic
are 73 Teacher Centers includihg resourcOxaanges and some 61
There is also the Teacher ,Corps with 16 fietworks and.four Recruf
Tailmunity Technical Resource Centers. There are 11 Titlel Evaluatio440tert
and 64 VoCational Education Centers. Each of these,"technitfl assis
centers" is 4 functioning active program arid does not overlap With ane
The education agencies of each state also have information services f.r?
various.learning activities as well as the,uniVikities and collegesva
professional associations..

1-
11,

')t-

This decentraliziOon places-information and materials resourcesIclOse.to
those who need to.use them, buetends to fregment information and lir* the 4

user to those par*icular resources at hand.- Each center and agency must try
to keep up. with develoiments acrots the field since there is no comprehensive
file on fied\programs and:related activities which proVides dftcriptions,
abstracts and*.cross references. h year.ligo.one.Of the Office of Education
Regional Offices próp9sed a. recommendationJor a data.bank Of such information
and other,activities be created bY the tJS. Office of Education Information
and Materials .0anch.5 However it wis not acted upon.

With the present technology_ for the transPPrttng and manging of information _

it is not only practica) but essential to use centralized information sorting
1 to serve decentralized activities.; A phone call to a colleague, the most

-' frequently, used method of seeking information, is not enough. The accessibility
of information is the single most important f4ctor to its utilization'. For
'example, cutting energy costs is a new concern tor school personnel across the
country. The American Association of School Administrators now has a staff
expert on energy: The Tenneco, Inc. oil/Company has Sust completed arienergy
tssessment of pubfic schools nationwid6. The National Epergy Act; passed
last fall, offers help,for schools. The U,S. Office of Education has infolg-.
motion on school bus travel and a private consultant is working on efficiency
factors for bus routes. And there is more information being created daily
on this subject and others like it. Cobrdinated reporting and thorough
searching is necessary to acquqe 4nd update such inforthation. -These library
functions and'information services are developed in other fields, why not
in education? ---

z".*-
.Thos6 working on learhing"activities, whether community. Services, induiiry
'training, formal schooling or technical astistance; whether local, district,
state, or -regional ',should be able to contact an up-to-date data bank. There
is much information for learning, but fewconnections for the user.

4
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SYMBOL PROCESSING
LI-NFORMATION, COMMUNICATION, ND EDUCATION

Dale W. Brow
Specialist, Libraries and Media

Alexandria, Virginia., City Public'Schools

Our environmentAs dominated by symbols which are designed to communicate in.,-
formation, affect behavior, or stimulate change.- While not a new phenomenon,
this is an increasingly complex one. We must function in a society saturated
with information-bearing sflibols transmitted by advanced technologies on a
global basis.

In spite of our electronic media, universal educational opportuniiy4 highly
developed skills, and sophisticated communication potentill, we have not
achieved a-totally literate society able to communicate effectively.

_
American Express Company Chairman, Jaimes--11,--Róbinion III, has warned thatpin
an era of "information overload" and'dwindling tithe or patience by the public
to absopb it all, the United States ls "becoming a nation'of fast-fact
junkies. DesOite the massivesamounts of information now available'to us,
our society seems unable to uhderstand the complex issues facing it, unable
to sort out'viable alternatives, and unable to establish common goals."
Robinson aygued that for the American system to worWthere miNst be an ---

informed public which has the facts ftesented in ways that it can digest."

'Instead; he-continued "...dramatic confrontation IS highlighted while thoughtful
analysis is often played down...the public is demandtng tMt messages be com-
pressed into neat, small packages...people' in business, government, and
politics arelearning to master the art of the buzz-word and the short descrip-
tive phrase...they've learned that's the best way to capture the headlines."
The result is a communication breakdown, a perpetual monologue. (The Wash-
ineton Post, June 14, 1979)

Novi could we have reached such an impasse as the twentieth century moves to-
ward a close? Is this,purely political rhetoric,(or is there some-imminentY
danger that-we willindeed be overwhelmed by an information avalanche which
we are unable to decipher, interpret, and utilize to perpetuate and extend
a society of intellectual integrity and strength?

From the very beginning of the human family, we have been symbol creators and
processors; attempting to record our actS and deeds for posterity while
simultaneously developing a means.of communicating amongst'ourselves. The
great cave paintings reflect this early effort, which in time was refined into
pictographics. Cuneiform writing on clay tablets followed; hieroglyphics,
Mathematical mmbols, and alphabets were created, Languages proliferated;
literature developed. Data were collected an& recorded. With the advent of
Gutenberg's moveable type around 1,46; a new era in human histo6 began.
Infoiimatfon could now be widely disseminated; the bases of culture were

)
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broadened; and the common man,achteved increased optiions in a more fluid

society. It woultbe a society 'dominated for several centuriesby a
"linear" culture; as defined by Marlhall McCluhan. ..

. .

Subsequent.events have-brought us to the present technologically-dominated
society with its electronic media and information delimpry systems. New data

have been-generated, and proliferate in exponential,proportions (doubling
every five years by sRme recent estimates) bringing us to the information age
where we are bombarded with More symbols than we can process, more information
than we can assimilate, more stimuli thah we can absorb.

What is to become of us.in such an environment; will the human familY not'only
"endure, but prevail, as Faulkner views our destiny, or will we merely end.
"ridt wfth a bang but a whimper" in T1S. Eliot's words?

.
Part of the Answer must reside'in'our ability to reshape the educational "
process in relation to the information deluge. The process must respond to
the need for a more effective interface between technology, information, and
society. ,

The technological society within which learners will function in the 1980's
and beyond will differ vastly from anything we have known preiiously in
western civilization. It is a society in which technology will.penetrate
every phase of human aCtivity, changing and transforming the culture in

radically new and significant ways.

This societal revolution will be generated by the expansion of computer tech-
nology and parallel telecommunications development. The rate of growth has
already been phenomenal. "There were some 1,000 computers in America in the
early 1950's, and no microcomputers (or microprocessors, or computers-on-a-
chip.Y By 1976 there were 222,000 computers and threemuarters of a million
micros. By 1980 Americans are expected to be operating 10 million mkro-
processors." (Saturday Review, June 1979).

In addition to the expansion of cable and satellite transmission, with the
advent of micropomputerization, digitalized television may also become a
dominant delivery system. Two major systems are already on the horizon,
"teletext" and "viewdata." With additional hardware and computer linkage
the home television screen is already being projected as a "home video infor-
mation center." (NeTieek, July 30; 1979).

American Education of May, 1979 carries the story of another type of computer-
ized communication.

"At three o'clock in the morning, an eldiily lady, unable to sleep,
rolls her wheelchair down the nursing home corridor to a room with
a computer-connected typewriter. She types her special code-name
on the typewriter. Immediately a message flashes onto a terminal
display screen: "Dear Grandma..."

The message stored in the computer is from a young friend she has
raw never seen, but with whom she has been trading messages. Her

24
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correspondentNis a cerebral palsied Oild-yho earliercin the day
had laboriously typed out an'incideni he wanted to share. After,

-reading his'story, the woman edges her chair closer to the type- '-

Writer, types in the boy's code name, and begins, "Dear Joey..."
She types out her memories of a Similar incident that happened to
er when she was about his age. In the morning, Joey will plug
into Grandma's code and read her story."'

This is not sOmebythical story of the future, bUt is rather a'current event.
so

the video-disc is likewise,opening pew Visas In terms of educational applica--
tion and utflization ln information delivery Systems; Now on the "cutting
edge' df development applications, itsrimpact is yet to ,be assessed.

What do such'-developments meanAn.,termi-of human behavior and sOcietal con-
perns? Will we in-response-to some futurtstic product become a nation of
contemporary cave-dwellers, emerging from our electronic ghettos for some
minimal social interaction? What will happen to our 'sense of community if _

we begin to dd oUr banking, worshipping, shopping, Onformation retrieval, and '.

learning in the privacy, of our own homes utilizing interattive electronic
technology? These are'questions which,the social scientists and futurists

. . .4 .

are currently pondering.
,

The goals of education include a responsibility far larger than transmitting
infottmation and-disseminating data. Any responsible educational institution
in our society will also take into consideAtion the necessity for using
information to achieve moral objectives. The imperative for making value
judgments in an enl-yhtened context is a pirt of the total educational process.
The question: Information for What? must be raised in a society professing
a commitment to moral and spiritual values. A fundamental responsibility of
educational, as well as religious and other value oriented institutions, is
to quettion the role of information generation, collectton, retrieval, and
dissemination in contributing to the improvement of the individual and tQ.
the betterment of society. Information alone will not do. It must beget
'knowledge, wtich on occasion is transformed into wisdom, if we are to-
survive and escape 'the fate described'by Housman:

"I, a stranger and afraid
In a world I never made." .

Education must provide a structure for learners'to find their way through the
electronic maze of multiple information delivery system's.. The individual is
born into a symbol dominated culture. The ability to understand those symbols,
select the ones that-are important, and relate them to daily living is critical
to functibning effectively in modern society. The learner must become a com-
petent symbol processor: the recognition, encoding, decoding, manipulation,
and restructuring of data in multiple formats is basic to .hfs survival.

Many could agree that a goal of education is to transmit the aCcumulated
symbols of the culture in order to perpetuate a literate society. Another
goal of education is to'develop communication skills for each learner to, use
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in-ttle information dependent community of the present and future. The catch
phr4e "back to the basics" appearS"-frequentlY in the current mass media.
Today the skills needed to like in our technological society are significantly
di:fferiat from the basic survival skills of the nineteenth century agrarian
community.. The majority of jobs are tasks within larger more complexactiv-
ities;; the sPecific end product or service the'worker never §ees. This
interdependence and specialization of taski.places different7reqdreMents on
the curricular activities needed to develop appropriate skills. But within
ottr society,the ability to manipulate symbols has been, and continues to
1)0; a'basic skill required in the educational process. If today's learners

..are to be equipped to meet,the needs of the society which they will shortly f

- encounter in the twenty-first century, then our efforts must continue to e
direCted toWrard a comprehensive literacy which 'includes effective symbol

. .processing by the individual%
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